This article traces the reception of East German artist Bernhard Heisig's life and art-first in East Germany and then in the Federal Republic of Germany before and after the Wall.
Figure 1
Bernhard Heisig, Fortress Breslau -The City and its Murderers, 1969 . Oil on Canvas. In East Germany, by contrast, Heisig's life and art were interpreted quite differently. His Nazi past was not seen as a traumatic source for creativity, but rather as the reason he chose to become a communist and to live in East Germany, where he remained throughout the Cold War period. For him, as for many German intellectuals in the wake of World War II, Communism's critique of imperialism and its emphasis on pacifism seemed to offer a better path for the future. Rather than an artist obsessed by trauma, Heisig was presented in East German scholarship as a politically engaged artist who created more from his intellect than his psyche. His wartime paintings were linked to his biography, but the emphasis was on how they functioned as a critique of the continuation of fascism in the West. They were "never a simple history illustration." 13 Not only did East German critics interpret Heisig's images of war differently than post-Wall critics, they also emphasized a greater variety within the artist's oeuvre, which include portraiture, murals, still lifes, and literary illustrations. These Other. If we are to write a world history of art, however, we need to incorporate the art of the Other, both close and distant, and in Heisig's case, to accept not only that art could be created under Communism, but also that its meaning-regardless of stylistic or thematic similarities to work created in the West-was often quite different on the other side of the Wall.
Bernhard Heisig in East Germany
Discussions of Heisig's art first began in the East German press of the 1950s, with several articles mentioning his work in 1959. At this point in time, the thirty-four year old artist was a teacher at the Leipzig Academy and chair of the Leipzig branch of the Association of Visual Artists. Unlike today, he was known in these early years primarily as a graphic 15 Horst Jaehner, "Genrebild kein Stiefkind mehr," in Sonntag, Nr. 31, 1959, 7.
16 "Mensch und Natur," Mittel Neueste Nachrichten, 18. September 1959.
17 "Vier Maler zwischen Gestern und Morgen," in Junge Kunst, April 1960, 17-32.
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In the article, the portrait, now known as Model Scene (Jutta), was dated to 1960. The museum that owns the work dates it to 1958 based on the information it was given when it acquired the painting from the artist in 1973. Wolfgang Büche. "AW: Copyright Anfrage: Bernhard Heisig 'Modellszene' (1958) ." Email to April Eisman. 7 March 2012.
Figure 2
Bernhard These texts about Heisig's paintings at the Sixth reveal the importance of art in East Germany, where not only did the head of State visit the exhibition and offer his opinion on some of the works displayed, but the exhibition itself was discussed in great detail in the press. The interest in Heisig's paintings reflected both the importance of the Paris Commune to East Germany and the importance of Heisig's role as one of East Germany's earliest history painters. These early articles also offer insight into Heisig's working process and, in particular, his interest in engaging with others in the creation of his art. As one article noted, Heisig responded to criticisms raised by the jury that the paintings were too static by reworking one of the compositions. 22 This is one of the first mentions of Heisig's tendency to rework paintings, and the reason given is an intellectual rather than emotional one. D e n y i n g D i f f e r e n c e t o t h e P o s t -S o c i a l i s t O t h e r 
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Figure 7
Bernhard Titled "Bernhard Heisig, Life and Work," Kober's catalog text developed themes that would be repeated in subsequent publications on Heisig in East Germany. 42 The first was Heisig's working method, which he explained was like "an arduous dialog" with the canvas, a working and reworking of the image until it was either finished or destroyed. He stated that
Heisig was never satisfied, working and reworking a painting, and even making multiple variations of it, in a constant attempt to find convincing solutions to the artistic puzzles he set for himself. In terms of the Paris Commune, Kober pointed out that the earliest versions were destroyed, one through over painting, another painted into a later version. In a three-page review of the exhibition published in Die Weltbühne, the Berlin art historian Lothar Lang pointed out Heisig's painterly debts to Kokoschka and Corinth, before arguing that he had a different world view than these artists: Heisig reflected on the problems of the world in his art, but as a socialist, and his work contributed "to the intelligent socialist art" that required viewer engagement. 43 Lang also pointed out that it would be a disservice to Heisig to think of him simply as a "painter of landscapes or still lifes"
since "his most important achievements are in portraiture and history." Mentioning Heisig's self-portraits, portraits of his mother, Lenin, the musical director Vaclav Neumann and The Brigadier, Lang stated that "from now on, Heisig must be considered one of our best portraitists." He then turned to Heisig's "history" paintings, stating that they contribute to "the historical consciousness of our time." He divided them into three main categories: the Paris Commune, German fascism, and the events and problems of the present.
Two years later, the Leipzig art historian Renate Hartleb published the first "book" about Heisig, a roughly twenty-page text for the Artist and Work series. 44 Stating that "creative unrest is a basic element in the creations of the Leipzig painter and graphic artist Bernhard Heisig," she emphasized the breadth of his oeuvre, which included portraiture, nudes, 
Heisig in West Germany
A different, albeit not entirely unrecognizable Heisig emerged in West German scholarship, which first began in the early 1970s, although it was not until 1980 that articles focusing on Heisig were anything but occasional. 46 In that year, Heisig had solo exhibitions in Bremen and Frankfurt am Main; they were followed by another at the Brusberg Gallery in Second, Heisig's paintings of war and conflict were largely interpreted in terms of his "personal entanglement" in the "horrors," "nightmare" or "barbarism" of the Second World War, rather than from an intellectual investigation of the mechanisms of oppression that led to it. 52 The latter was only rarely mentioned. Instead, Heisig was called a "deeply frightened warner," "traumatically touched" by his experiences, which "churn his innards" and "afflict lies in the use value of these images for mankind, for his understanding of history, his selfunderstanding, his self-worth…" As such, it was possible to "de-politicize even this art" and thereby appreciate it in the West.
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Heisig's Retrospective 1989 -East and West
In the final years of the Cold War era, scholars from East and West Germany came together to create a retrospective exhibition of Heisig's work that toured cities in both countries beginning in the fall of 1989. In the forward to the catalog, the curators explained the long-held desire for such an exhibition, but that it was only with the "political normalization" of recent years that it was finally possible. In the introduction to the catalog, the exhibition's curators-Peter Pachnicke from the East and Jörn Merkert from the West-pointed out that in comparison to music and literature, which can cross political borders relatively easily, the lack of access to original works in the visual arts had led to deep-seated stereotypes on both sides of the Wall. In the West, East German art was often thought to be "beautified Party-conforming Realism without artistic individuality," while in the East, West Germany was often thought to be an "art market dictatorship [promoting] abstract art with no relation to reality." 64 Such stereotypes only began to be redressed in the 1970s and 1980s. Now a deeper look at individual artists was needed, they argued: a comprehensive exhibition of Heisig's work was wanted by both sides.
The introduction-like the catalog as a whole-combined eastern and western perspectives of Heisig's work. It pointed out that in the West, his work first gained notice in the late 1970s at the documenta exhibition in 1977, and that it was particularly valued because of the "self-tormenting intensity with which he grappled with German history -and not as a moral finger pointer, but rather as someone involved… [Heisig] has created the 'work of mourning' that, according to Alexander Mitscherlich, is necessary for coming to terms with the darkest phase of German history." These works appealed to the West's recent "hunger for images" stemming from decades of abstract art, but were also different from the "wild painting" that had emerged there in the 1980s: "This is not painting from the gut… [here is] an intact, precisely calculated image… Heisig: a painter who sets the whole of his artistic means [in play]…" In addition to his value for the West, the introduction also emphasized his commitment to society: "for Bernhard Heisig, it is important to have the chance 'to work on a world view,' since he is convinced that the best art requires a connection to-and interaction with-society."
The introduction is followed by nine articles, three of which are by East Germans:
Pachnicke, Kober, and Sander. Pachnicke's article is by far the longest in the catalog and follows directly after the introduction. It attempts to correct some of the misunderstandings that surround Heisig's work in the West. First, he looks at the often-vehement artistic debates that took place in East Germany, especially those in the 1960s in which Heisig's Paris Commune paintings played a role. These conflicts, he explains, were a "dispute of opinions"-rather than merely clashes with "dogmatic narrow-mindedness"-over the definition of Realism in East Germany. 65 They were an attempt-ultimately successful-to "push through a new understanding of Realism against an historically outmoded [one, i.e., illusionism]." Also at stake was the role of the artist in society: "[Artists like Heisig] wanted a dialogical relationship to the public," rather than a didactic one. 66 These debates, Pachnicke points out, were the crucible in which Heisig forged his views on art; they were a "method of recognizing-and being able to formulate-his own truth."
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Another important point Pachnicke made was that Heisig's theme (Thema) is not war, as is often contended in the West, but rather conflict; war is simply the subject matter (Stoff) through which he can address it. He pointed out that Heisig's interest in conflict-his "preparedness" for this theme-predates his wartime experiences. 68 As Heisig has stated, just being in war is not enough to make one want to paint it; one needs a special leaning toward it. According to Pachnicke, this leaning was already evident in Heisig as a child.
Pachnicke also emphasized the importance of structure in Heisig's work, reinforcing the point made in the introduction to the catalog. He then ended the article by pointing out that Heisig's images are "not just about oppression and angst. An insatiable hunger for beauty, harmony and continuity fills… many of Heisig's landscapes, nudes and portraits." for example, the authors cited Heisig stating that he did not remember such a letter and suggested that it was improperly dated. 83 Elsewhere, a bolded headline announced, "Heisig's
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Fall as Rector," while in two other articles references were made to Heisig's being "let go"
and his "loss" of the position. 84 Despite acknowledging the letter, the catalog nonetheless leaves the reader with the impression that Heisig lost his position rather than voluntarily gave it up.
In Wut der Bilder, Heisig appears as a victim of both the Nazi past and the second German dictatorship. Indeed, this double victimization is presented as an important part of his artistic value: Heisig's "artistic achievement lies in his lifelong struggle to come to terms with the traumas of a biography that passed from war and dictatorship to another 87 After 1990, Heisig was forced into a post-war western concept of art that valorized artistic "freedom" and preferred to imagine artists as loners rather than as intellectually committed to improving society. 88 Heisig's experiences in "two dictatorships" were used to give him authenticity by depicting him as one who had suffered through a difficult past from which he was freed once capitalism had triumphed. The focus on trauma similarly placed primary emphasis on Heisig as an emotional artist, who drew inspiration from his tortured psyche, rather than as a political artist inspired by his intellect.
The new interpretation robbed him of his agency and his art of its relationship to the East 88 Although the West also had politically active artists, the emphasis in western scholarship has tended to be on aesthetic innovation rather than on content. German and Cold War contexts in which it was created, and thus denied East German art any role in post-war German culture except as a negative foil. 89 Although this article has focused on Heisig's reception in Germany, the difficulties of interpreting these figures extends into English-language scholarship, which is only beginning to address East German art. 90 An important recent contribution to the field is the catalog for recognize the quality of East German film and material culture. 95 The visual arts, however, have yet to follow suit: none of the artists held in high esteem by the East German government-such as Heisig-are well-known outside of Germany, the result of a lingering
Contemporaneity
Cold War-era ideological emphasis on the necessity of "freedom" for the creation of art, and thus the incompatibility of art and State Communism.
The rewriting of Heisig's life and art to fit into western preconceptions impedes our ability to understand the artist and the complexity of art in East Germany. When Heisig clashed with cultural functionaries in the 1960s, he was not fighting for modern art in the western sense of artistic autonomy; rather he was fighting for a greater openness to the forms of modern art, which he believed artists could use in their efforts to create art that made a connection to the people. He did not believe in art for art's sake of the West nor the idea that the artist should be a loner. In fact, already in the 1950s he argued against the "artistic suicide" that he saw taking place in the West, where artists were rejecting a connection to society and the people in favor of exploring their psyches. 96 Instead, he believed artists should be involved in the world in which they lived and chose to live in the East because he felt he, as an artist, was needed there, and was excited to "participate in the creation of a world view," especially one that fought against imperialism. 97 As he stated it, "I never wanted to emigrate. I always had the possibility, but I always had the feeling that German society, whereas those written afterward elide these connections to emphasize trauma instead. This change in Heisig's reception illustrates the dominance today of a western perspective on East German art that differs from that which existed before the Wall fell. It also reveals the West's inability to see or accept difference in the close Other. Heisig's themes are reinterpreted through a lens that elides socialist criticisms of capitalism as well as alternatives to the West's emphasis on the individual. If we are to write a world history of art, however, we need to incorporate not just the art of the Other, both close and distant,
